Benny Crawford Piano Hire

Dundonald, County Down BT21 0NL
Northern Ireland

Phone: 07737304851

Piano Hire in Northern Ireland

Concert Hire

If you are planning a concert then look no further than us, we can provide you with a stunning Yamaha G5 6.5’ Grand or Yamaha 5.6’ G1 Baby Grand in Black. This is a very nice piano to play and has excellent tone, all the regulation, toning and tuning to concert pitch A440 will be taken care of for you. The piano case will be polished and will include a Black Leather rise and fall Stool, also with rubber castor cups (if required) for wooden floors. Prices start from £400 Also we can provide Yamaha U1 OR U3 Upright in Black again with Leather rise and fall stool tuned, toned and regulated. Wedding Hire

If your having your special day with special music, let us provide you with the complete piano package, we can provide you with the Yamaha G1 Baby Grand 5.6’ or Yamaha G5 6.5’ Grand in Black. Yamaha U1 OR U3 Upright in Black with Leather rise and fall stool tuned, toned and regulated, We can also arrange for you a Pianist, to play for your wedding party. Are ethos here is to provide you with a one stop shop when hiring a piano for a concert, wedding or special event. The prices start from £240 for are upright U1 Yamaha to £400 for either the G1 (Baby Grand) or G3 6’1 Yamaha Grand, these prices include dilivery, collection, tuning (A440 pitch), stool (duet or single) and Vat! We can arrange dilivery and collection around you ie. weekday or weekends.